Hypercomplex number systems (HNS) have found wide application in various branches of science and technology [1, 2] . Theoretical and applied mechanics, navigation, cryptography, digital signal processing is far from a complete list of areas of science and technology, where the use of the methods of HNS is effective.
where n -dimension HNS, i a -algebraic expressions, i e -elements of the basis of the HNS ("imaginary units"). We shall call this form of a hypercomplex number natural. Experience shows that operating with hypercomplex numbers in kind is rather inconvenient. This is due to the fact that different operations are performed with coefficients for the basic elements that need to be identified and identified.
Consider, for example, such a simple operation as the addition of hypercomplex numbers. Suppose, in addition to (1) , that there is a number 
If you use the addition operation within Maple, you get the following: 
Expression (3) is not a natural form of the hypercomplex number. In it it is necessary to bring the reduction of such. In the Maple system, there is a command to cast similar ones -collect, but when you use it, you need to specify the variable that is used to cast similar ones. Therefore, in this case, you will have to use the collect command once, specifying each time the variable is used to cast similar ones:
As can be seen, (4) is a rather cumbersome construction, especially for large dimensions of HNS. Such inconveniences associated with the use of a natural form of representation of a hypercomplex number are very many. At the same time, the Maple system has the means to get rid of these and many other inconveniences associated with the use of a natural form of representation of the hypercomplex number. The fact is that in the natural form of the representation of a hypercomplex number, only the coefficients for the elements of the basis and their sequence number in the image of the hypercomplex number are important, that is, the hypercomplex number can be represented as a vector. However, the vector-matrix form does not fit here because the components of the matrix and the vector must be of the same type. At the same time in the Maple system there is such a form of data representation as the list -list -an ordered set of heterogeneous data.
To operate with data in the format of lists in Maple, there are numerous commands that allow you to specify a list, determine the length of the list, add two lists of the same length, define a list member by its serial number in the list, multiply all members of the list by any expression, etc.
The representation of a hypercomplex number in the form of a list is called a list or internal representation of a hypercomplex number. Thus, instead of (1) 
Then the sum of two numbers will be determined:
That is, the reduction of such symbolic coefficients in accordance with their ordinal numbers in numbers is performed by automatic internal means of Maple. Also, one command executes and multiplies all members of the list by the same expression:
Thus, the representation of hypercomplex numbers in the format of lists greatly simplifies the development of algorithmic-software tools. However, such a solution requires the presence in AS of procedures for mutually inverse transformation of the natural and internal forms of representation of hypercomplex numbers. Moreover, it is advisable to perform certain actions on numbers in kind. In this regard, many AS procedures provide for an output in the form of a list of two elements: the first element is the result in the list form, the second in the natural one. So, for example, here is the work of the procedure for generating a hypercomplex number of the eighth dimension: 
Structure of software
The software of hypercomplex computations consists of the following subsystems:
 execution of algebraic operations in the HNS; manipulation of the HNSand Cayley tables;  definitions of algebraic characteristics of hypercomplex expressions;  storage of frequently used expressions;  performing modular operations with hypercomplex expressions;  visualization and service. 
The subsystem of the implementation of algebraic operations in the emergency service.
The subsystem consists of the following procedures: HNSnumber(n,Name,NameBas) -generation of a hypercomplex number of the n-th dimension;
inAdd ( 
Subsystem for determining the algebraic characteristics of hypercomplex expressions
The subsystem consists of the following procedures: Norma(A,nameHNS) -the definition of the norm of a hypercomplex number in a list form;  Unit(nameHNS,name) -the definition of a single element of the HNS;  Conjug(A,nameHNS,nam) -construction of conjugate number;  Divis(A,B,nameHNS) -division procedure;  HNSnumber(n,Name,NameBas) -procedure for generating a hypercomplex number.
The storage subsystem of frequently used expressions
The subsystem contains ready-made formulas for performing various operations and calculations for fixed HNS. This subsystem can be replenished and saved by the user.
The subsystem for executing modular operations with hypercomplex expressions
The subsystem consists of procedures for constructing a system of residual classes for hypercomplex modules, determining the representability of a hypercomplex number, the Euclidean algorithm for hypercomplex numbers,etc.
Subsystem of visualization and service.
The subsystem consists of the following procedures:
 VizInA(inA,E) -visualization of a hypercomplex number from a list form to a natural;  ConvertA(A,DimHNS) -converting a hypercomplex number from a natural form to a list;  Refill(Spisok, Element) -replenishment of the list by one element;  ListHNS(DimHNS) -Generation of the template list for the internal representation of the HNS;  inConvertHNS (M,Name) -transformation of the Cayley table from a natural view to a list view (list of structure constants);  RefillHNS(nameLib, nameHNS) -Procedure of remove of HNS from the storage. Such a structure and composition of software of hypercomplex character calculations in the Maple environment, as will be shown below, makes it possible to simplify the processes of creating software for mathematical modeling of various scientific and technical problems.
Structure of some AS procedures
In order to show the effectiveness of the application for the representation of data of list structures, let us consider the principles of constructing some software procedures, such as procedures for converting a hypercomplex number from a natural form to a list form, the procedure for multiplying numbers in a list form, and the procedure for multiplication in a natural form.
Principles of the procedure for converting a hypercomplex number from a natural form to a list form.
The problem is to translate the number A in the form (1) incomplete, then a list is obtained, the length of which is less n , which will lead to incorrect results in the future.
The idea of an algorithm that works correctly with both full hypercomplex numbers and incomplete ones is as follows. First, a list of length n is generated -the result of the work:
Then a list of the same length is generated, consisting of the equalities 
Principles of the procedure for multiplying hypercomplex numbers in a list form.
This procedure multiplies two hypercomplex A and B , which are specified in the form of lists.
Multiplication is carried out in accordance with the laws of composition of the system HNS.
Thus, the procedure realizes the generalized formula for multiplying hypercomplex numbers [1, 6] :
where:
 -structural constants of the laws of composition HNS .
The procedure calls the Cayley tables storage (procedure LibHNS ()), which looks for information about the specified HNS (SearchHNS (HNS, LibHNS ())), which contains a threelevel list of the structure constants of the HNS. Then formula (10) is satisfied. The full text of the program is given below.
Here is an example of the call and operation of this procedure. We generate two hypercomplex numbers of the fourth dimension: 
The result is a list of four components :
The procedure for multiplying two hypercomplex numbers in natural form
The procedure for multiplying hypercomplex numbers in natural form uses the multiplication procedure in list form. First, the number is converted from the natural form to the list form, then multiplication in the list form is performed, after which the resulting product is converted from the list form to the natural one and visualized with the given name of the basis. The text of the procedure is given below. 
